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Leg_islature mandates budget cut 
by CHARLENE L. CORNELL 
staff writer 
Marshall is facing a potential financial problem, because the state might mandate a 3 per-cent budget cut for higher edu-cation. "It gets to the point where you start looking at something like that where people are say-ing 'Here's your mandate, I dare you to succeed," Faculty Senate President Donna Donathan said. 
Marshall was to receive approximately $65.3 million from the state but will send back almost $2 million, Vice President of Finance Herb Karlet said. This will leave Marshall with approximately $63.3 million. The fiscal year began July 1. "I think you're always disap-pointed when you find out you don't have as much money as you thought you did," President Dan Angel said. The continuation of the bud-
get cut poses problems for Marshall. "I think it gets more compli-cated over the fact that we had a $2 million holdback last year and then we were told the money would be restored," Angel said. "Then only a couple days into the budget we find that we will have that happen-ing. I think what it does is you take your whole budget and pass out your money based on those precious salaries and that kind of thing and it really 
amplifies the problem we· had last year. You don't just stay static. The last fiscal year we had a 3 percent cut. Now we have that same cut, but we have given away a couple of million dollars in raises. So what we have is a $4 million cut this year versus the $2 mil-lion problem last year." Angel was unsure what will be done to Marshall's budget to overcome the problem. The possible 3 percent cut is based on research done by the 
state's tax department. It is based on project-ed revenue fo.r the state, David Ice, West Virginia secre-tary of art and education, said. ANGEL The governor can decide not to cut the higher education budget. It is unclear when a final decision will be made, Angel said. "The governor has a difficult 
.. Kidf est 2000 draws nearly 300 
photos by Nathan King 
TOP: SGA President Bill Walker hands out free Blockbuster video rental certificates at Kldfest 2000. RIGHT: Chanston Rogers, left, a running back for the Thundering Herd, prepares to defend Derrick Clark, 14, of Fairfield East Community Center. 
Building an education 
Students display 
class project in 
front of Old Main 
by EVAN BEVINS editor 
Summer school Session C just finished and several Marshall students displayed their final class project for the whole campus to see. Students in Art 307, Beginning Sculpture, con-structed a "site-specific sculp-
ture" on the lawn in front of Old Main. The structure, which consisted of 29 walls of sticks decorated with pine branches, flowers and even live goldfish, was completed July 6 and stood until 2 p.m. the next day. Site-specific sculpture was the final assignment in the class taught by Jonathan Cox, professor of art. "I begin the class with the most traditional approaches, like modeling and carving, 
Please see ART, P3 
photo by Evan Bevins 
FRONT: Jonathan Cox, professor; Steven Spencer, senior; Daniel Moses, senior; Khara Ward, senior. BACK: April Howe, freshman; Laura Hayes, graduate student; Steve Content, junior; Kimberly Weidensall, senior: Lori Thompso \ senior; Kara Dudley, sen~ 
by NATHAN KING 
reporter 
Area children had a chance to interact with Marshall stu-dents and athletes Saturday at Kidfest 2000, an event spon-sored by the Student Government Association (SGA). The children came from Boys and Girls Clubs across the Tri-State as well as com-munity centers, such as Fairfield East and A.O. Lewis in Huntington. Many children also-came with their parents or siblings. -.!!It'~eat for the kids," said-Bob Martin, director of the Fairfield East and A.O. Lewis 
community centers. "It gives them people to look up to and they can see that college stu-dents aren't all that different from them." Activities to entertain the children included 3-on-3 bas-ketball tournaments, flag foot-ball games with Marshall foot-ball players, face painting, a hoop shoot, football throw, soc-cer kick, track races, water bal-loon toss, karate demonstra-tion, and exhibits by the State Police and Huntington Fire Department. The SGA also provided sno-cones, cotton candy, hot dogs, and haoonrgers for the kids and volunteers to eat. J.P. Adkins, a counselor at 
Fairfield East, brought his lit-tle brother Alex to Kicffest. "Alex would have just sat at home and watched cartoons today if not for Kidfest," he said. According to Bill Walker, SGA president, Kidfest was intended to be a mentorship activity for the children and a chance for them to have fun. Walker said that about 290 kids attended Kidfest, which lasted from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. He said he wanted every child to walk away with an award. First, second, and third place ribbons were given out and there seemed to be no one walking around without a rib-bon. Walker said about 30 Marshall football players, plus members of the men's soccer and women's basketball team were on hand to sign autographs and play with the children. The highlight of the day for many children was playing flag foot-ball with the Thundering Herd team_m!jwbers. "It was fun playing football," said Dante Lewis, who attends the A.O. Lewis Community Center. "I liked playing defense." The children weren't the only onei:; who enjoyed the activities. "It was great for the kids," said Michael Owens,· Marshall defensive back. "I love playing with kids. I'm just a big kid myself." 
Riley named CTC provost, 
Hayes leaves after 30 years 
by GREG SCHUPAK 
reporter 
Aug. 14 will be a day of tran-sition for the Community and Technical College. Former Marshall president Dr. Robert Hayes, who has served as interim provost since 1999, is stepping down and Dr. Vicki Riley, provost at Fairmont State Community and Technical College, is step-ping in. "Marshall is a leader in West Virginia's community and tech-nical colleges, and I look for-ward to leading it ahead," Riley said. Riley, a native of Lexington, Va., has 16 years of experience in community and technical col-leges in Virginia and West Virginia. She worked at Blue Ridge Community College in Virginia before taking the provost position at Fairmont five years ago. In a press release, President Dan Angel said Riley brings a broad range of experience to the job. "Specifically, she has thor-ough knowledge of West Virginia and it's legislative efforts to develop a comprehen-
sive community and technical college system." Angel said. "The Marshall University Community and Technical College is ready to move to the next level of service and Dr. Riley is a leader who can make it happen." Dr. H. Keith Spears, assis-tant to the president, said Riley has been given a good founda-tion by Robert Hayes. Dr. Sarah Denman, provost and vice president for academ-ic affairs, was the head of the search committee that selected the new CTC provost. She said Riley has a great deal of expe-rience in community colleges. "We'll be able to begin when she arrives without too much of a learhing curve," Denman said. Riley comes from a school that is dealing with the implementa-tion of the West Virginia Higher Education Bill. She said she plans to work on that at Marshall as well. While Riley is coming in, Robert Hayes is going out. "I had my day in the sun. I wish Dr. Riley the best and will be here for her when she comes in," Hayes said. "She deserves all the support she can get. She has a good challenge in front of her." 
"We'll be able to begin 
when she arrives 
without too much of a 
learning curve." 
Dr. Sarah Denman, 
head of search committee 
Robert Hayes has been at Marshall since 1965 and has served in many different capac-ities. Hayes was president of Marshall for eight years from 1974-83. "The medical school is one of my greatest success stories," he said. "It has been a great help to the Huntington community with more doctors and better health-care." During his nine years as president, Corbly Hall, Harris Hall, and the Cam Henderson Center were all <;onstructed. One thing that these two educators have in common is their view that the goal of the CTC is to get people a job skill and to further assist them in getting their education. Hayes, who is retiring Aug. 14, will be working with the medical school to collect the history of the school for a later book. 
choice in front of him," Ice said. "I am hopeful higher education can be looked at as a special agency and given relief from that." This is not the first time Marshall has faced budget cuts. "I have been here 18 years and out of that 18 years I can only remember maybe three might be four years that we did not deal with a budget cut in January where part of the money had to go back," 





by CHARLENE L. CORNELL staff writer 
Kelly Services and Manpower negotiated a con-tract to remain at Marshall for another year. Kelly Services, Manpower Services, Extra Ser\'ices and Quantum Services are the companies that bid for the contracts. Contracts were awarded to Kelly Services and Manpower Services, who held the contracts for the previous year. The temporary services contracts are open ended with no set dollar value. They are for one year, but can be renewed for four years William Shondel, director of purchasing and materials management, said. Temporary services or out-service are jobs performed by non-university employ-ees hired through a tempo-rary agency. "There are two different contracts for temporary ser-vices, one with Kelly Services and one with Manpower Services," Shondel said. "Previously, the ways the bids came out with Kelly primarily get-ting the office-type positions and .__ ___ _, 
Manpower SHONDEL getting what they call the 'light industrial positions.' That's the way it just worked out as far as comparing the bids." The previous contracts ran out this year. "We did a new bid then · this year with an effective date for the contracts of July 1," Shondel said. "It was done very similar to the way it was done five years ago, although we actually have more positions on the con-tract. This time Kelly was more successful in getting most of the positions than Manpower was." In the past, Manpower held more of the positions that are contracted out. "Previously, it was more of a split toward Manpower's benefit because they had the light industrial jobs which pay more than the office jobs," Shondel said. "That way you see that Manpower had twice as much income from Marshall as what Kelly did. Now we have 
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LEGO events inspire kids 
by BEN BARISH reporter 
The Community and Technical College ( CTC) is offering two unique courses this summer for grades K-6 that use LEGO building blocks to inspire the imaginatwns of students. According to instructor Linda Hamilton, the coordinator of the events, LEGO DUPLO Camp and LEGO Amusement Park will teach children basic creative and critical reasoning skills as well as the ability to work with others. Program assistant, Bernice Bullock said LEGO DUPLO camp is designed for students in grades K-3. Participants will divide into groups and identify nursery rhyme themes in prob-lems and use DUPLO-sized gears and pulleys to create solu-tions for these problems. Hamilton said DUPLO LEGOS are eight time"s the size of normal LEGOS. LEGO amusement park is designed for students grades 4-6. Hamilton said students in LEGO amusement park will use LEGOS to build things for " an amusement park such as merry-go-rounds and vehicles. She said the merry-go-rounds are powered by simple turning of the hand or electron-ic motors and the vehicles are powered three different ways. "The cars · are powered by· baloons and rubber bands," 
Hamilton said. She said the land yachts, which are different from the other vehicles because they have sails, and are powered by wind. The children either use their breath or a fan to create the wind. "Everyone enjoys a trip to the amusement park during the summer, but not everyone has a chance to build their own," Hamilton said. "The reason I am doing vehi-cles is because of the recent Appalachian Transportation Institute's (ATI) $11 million grant for various programs," she said. Hamilton said ATI recently started a K-12 outreach pro-gram. Bullock advises students to attend more than one session of LEGO amusement park. "Once they have had atten-dance in one session," she said, They can use the information to create all sorts of things." MCTC Program director Sara Chapman said the LEGO camps offer much more than just structured play. Hamilton said it is learning gears, energy, wheels, axles and friction and how they work together. She said it is problem-solving and working together, in that the kids find out why their vehicle does not work properly. "It's great," she said. "You can hear them [the kids] talking amongst themselves about 
ABOVE: Breanna Moore, 9, of Jackson, Ohio works on an 
air-powered vehicle Wednesday at Cabell Hall as part of the Community and Technical College's "LEGO Amusement Park." RIGHT: Nick Smith, 8, of Barboursville inflates the balloon that will power his 
vehicle. 
what they are going to do to make their vehicles go." LEGO DUPLO camp is offered in two five-day ses-sions during the week of August 7-11. The morning session will be held from 10 to 11:30 a.m. Monday through Friday and the afternoon ses-sion will be held from 1 to 2:30 p.m. The classes will be held in Cabell Hall room 101. One session of LEGO DUPLO camp is $49. LEGO amusement park will 
be held in four separate three-hour sessions. Two sessions, one morning and one after-noon, will be held on both Wednesday, July 12, and Friday, July 14. Morning ses-
photos by Brad Wo~kman 
sions will be from 9 a.m. to noon and afternoon ses-sions will be from 1 to 4 p.m. All sessions will be in Cabell Hall room 101. The cost is $25 per session. 
Students', faculty endure high temperatures in Smith Hall 
A/C in disrepair; 
students say 
unable to learn, 
concentrate 
The air conditioning has been broken since last week-end, and that makes it hard for employees to work, said custo-dian Mark Mills. "The heat, it drains you when the ale is not on," he said. "It seems to be an ongoing prob-lem. It's rough on students. It makes it hard to learn." by SHAWN SEAGROVES online editor Jill Eales, Huntington fresh-man, agrees. She said the heat could also have negative affects on professors and teach-ing. "I think it makes people sleepy," she said. "Heat seems to suck the energy out of peo-
Summer means hot movies and even hotter temperatures. And for students in Smith Hall it also means hot classrooms. 
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e indsor Place Apartments 
1408 Third Avenue 304-736-2623 
2 blocks from campus. 2 bedroom luxury apartments. Rent starting at $550 + utilities. 
THE NICEST PLACE IN TOWN TO LIVEII -
pie. If all the students seem uninterested, it could make them less enthusiastic about their teaching material." Mills said the problem seems to be a recurring one. "They've made all kinds of repairs to the heating and air conditioning system and nothing seems to work," he said. ''Maybe the system needs to be re-vamped. The system is just old." Eric Himes, producer/direc-tor for WPBY, said his office on the second floor of the Communications Building is still cool. "I haven't had any 
problems. It's been a lot cooler over here." He says the studios downstairs on the first floor at WPBY have always been hot. Grant Andrus, Huntington freshman, said the heat makes him want to stay inside, and when the air conditioning is broken, he would probably just stay home. "It makes me not want to come to class," he said. " It makes people not be able to concentrate." Mills said the custodians' morale is very low right now, due in large part to the heat he must work in. "It makes what's already a 
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hard job that much harder because of the heat factor. We try to provide a ,......,.,_........,,_.,.,...., good environment for students to learn and study, but this makes it difficult for every-one." Eales said the lack of air condi-
tioning could also HIMES affect students'· grades. "The heat makes people not focused on schoolwork. It makes them [students) want to skip class and go to the pool." 
Homes For Rent 
Five room duplex. Marshall Area. Completely Furnished. Quiet area. Good Price. No pets. Phone 523-5119 
Large Unfurnished House for Rent. 1 mile from Campus. No Pets. 523-7756 
Windsor Place Apartments 1408 Third Avenue. 736-2623 - 2 Blocks from campus. Contempory 2 BR luxu~ apts. w/furn kitchen (dishwasher), new carpet, laundry, security gates, sun deck, cable TV, off-street parking, no pets, DD, rent starting at $550 + utilities. The nicest place in town to live! 
*** 2829 3rd Ave. 6297 East Pea Ridge 1 Bedroom Furnished Kitchen 1st CLASS $365 Call 529-4468 or 529-2555 
Minutes from MU! House for Rent 2 or 3 Bedroom $500 p~r month. Duplex Both units Furnished. 2 Bedroom $450 per month. Call 606-922-4617 or 7 40-377-2773 
page edited by James Harris 
Hensley named 
interim dean of 
student affairs 
by KRISTA CRAWFORD managing editor 
Steven Hensley, associate dean of student affairs, has recently been named interim dean of student affairs. The position of Dean of Academic Affairs became available on June 30 when Dr. Donnalee Cockrille stepped down from the posi-tion to take a similar position at Eastern Kentucky University. Hensley said he began his career at Marshall in 1972 as a counciler for a federal pro-gram. He said since that time he has done many things including being in charge of the counseling center for sev-eral years working with stu-dent health services, pro-grams for disabled students and student activities. Hensley said he likes what he does and thinks the most important aspect of his job is doing things to help students succeed. "Overall my mission," Hensley said, "is to continue to serve the students, help the students resolve problems and help the students possi-bly develop skills to prevent problems from occurring." Hensley was recommended for the position by Dr. K. Edward Grose, senior vice president of operations. Grose said he recommended Hensley "because he is extremely competent, has broad experience in the area and is certainly capable of understanding and knowing what has to be done." President Dan Angel said Hensley was a good choice for the position because he was on campus and he thought Hensley would do an excellent job. Angel said this is one way to avoiding bringing in some-one for a temporary position and have to have them leave when the position is filled. Hensley said for right now he is taking the new position one day at a time. He said he is doing the work for both positions but if the search for the new dean lasts very long he will have to make some changes and reallocate some of his responsibilities inter-nally. 
Homes For Rent 
7th Ave. Apartments 1603 7th Avenue Furnished 2 BR Apartmen $420 per month includes Utilities and Parking. Quiet, mature students call 525-1717 
Ritter Park -1 BR Apt. 1 Quiet, mature, Non-smoker preferred. Christian landlord. No Pets. Security sytstem. 522-3187 
Home away from home! Attention: student, faculty, & staff- Why pay rent when you can own this 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath home close to campus. Large closets, central heat & air, screened porch, deck, & off street parking. Stove, washer and dryer remain. 821 22nd Street $47,900 Call-Sharon Stevenson, 525-7761 or 523-9553 Prudential Bunch Company REALTORS 
Call 696-2273 for Advertising Info 
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History of Huntington brought to stage 
photo courtesy of the Huntington Outdoor Theatre 
Mary Olson and C.E. Willson play the mother and father in "Huntington: The Jewel of West Virginia." 
by CHARLENE L. CORNELL staff writer 
Huntington's history comes alive when the Huntington Outdoor Theatre group per-forms "Huntington: The Jewel of West Virinia." The play, co-written by Dr. Elaine Novak, theater professor emeritus, and her daughter, Deborah Novak, tells the story of Huntington through the eyes of a family. The family, who reap-pears from generation to genera-tion and remains nameless, con-sists of a father, mother, older son, older daughter, younger son and younger daughter. "It's full of music and dancing and singing and jokes," Patti Shaver, vice president/ manag-ing director of the Huntington Outdoor Theatre, said. "It's not a historical docudrama-type show. It's very much a musical with a lot of laugh lines. It also has its serious moments." Clint McElroy plays Huntington's founding father, Collis P. Huntington. "He is just simply wonder-ful," Shaver said. C.E. Wilson plays the father. Wilson appeared in "The Music Man" as Mayor Shinn and as Horace Vandergelder in "Hello, 
2010 commitee continues to narrow themes, focus areas 
by EVAN BEVINS editor . ed by the fact that many of the areas are inter-related. Topics "I know everyone's done their such as technol-homework. . . ," Dr. Sarah ogy, facilities, Denman, provost and senior·~ academic quality vice president of academic ~and faculty, staff affairs, said to her audience. and student The nervous laughter that issues were followed did not come from stu- among those ~---~ dents, but from the professors, identified as DENMAN administrators and other mem- common themes ' bers of the Owning the that stretch across almost Opportunities _.,...........,, every other group. Committee, the "Without the students, num-group charged by ber one, we wouldn't be here," President Dan Denman said. "Without the fac-Angel with draft- ulty to teach the students, we ing a 10-year wouldn't be here. Without the plan for the uni- staff to support the faculty and versity. • students . . . we wouldn't be The "home- here." work" for the ANERl<ANER On Tuesday, Denman said July 6 meeting the list is not final. Committee involved narrowing the list of members still are letting her broad themes and categories know which areas they would created at the previous meet- like to work on. No later than ing to a inore manageable size. August, groups with chairper-"Today our challenge is to sons will be assigned to the reduce again, to find similari- areas and will begin to meet ties and reduce," Denman said. with larger· groups for more The reduction was complicat- input as students and faculty 
Budget cuts possible • From page 1 
Donathan said. "It makes it very difficult to budget and allow for expenses to run a department and for facl).lty travel and for the other things that come up when you don't know at any point that 
you might have to give back part of your money." Donathan said the Legislature has mandated a restructuring of higher educa-tion, but has not funded it. "I think that is one of the biggest problems that higher education has faced over the years in West Virginia is a series of mandates with no funding," she said, "I find it 
return. Denman said she want-ed to make sure the committee was covering all the necessary areas. "We'll have crossover," Denman said. "I think technol-ogy is one of those that absolutely crosses every cate-gory. You can't escape it. Dr. Martin Amerikaner, chairman of the Department of Psychology, said the intersec-tion of categories makes the committee's task "complex and daunting. "We're all part of the univer-sity," he said. "Almost any field or any position a person is in cuts across those specific areas." The next meeting is sched-uled for July 25. The deadline for a draft of the 10-year plan is Oct. 1. Angel said at the committee's first meeting he would "resist becoming deeply involved until the fi:i.st draft comes out." In addition to developing a 10-year plan, the committee will consider a legislature-mandated six year outline. 
very disturbing that they would do that ... . " "[T]he legislature said 'Higher education is vital. We need it for work force. We need it for eco-nomic development. We need to recruit and retain students both from in-state and out-of-state. There are so many things we need to do.' But yet they won't commit· the funding to help us be successful in those things." 
"It's full of music and dancing and singing 
and jokes. It's not a historical docudrama-type 
show. It's very much a musical with a lot of 
laugh lines." 
Patti Shaver, 
vice president/ managing director of the Huntington Outdoor Theatre 
Dolly." Mary Olson, the mother, played opposite of Wilson as Dolly in "Hello, Dolly." Elaine Novak is the author of theatrical books including "Staging Shakespearean Theatre." Deborah Novak co-wrote and directed the Emmy nominated "Hearts of Glass: The Story of Blenko Handcraft." She is working on "Ashes to Glory," a two-hour documentary about the 1970 Marshall plane crash. In addition to "Huntington: The Jewel of West Virginia," the Huntington Outdoor Theatre group is also perform-ing "Grease." Clint McElroy also plays the lead, Danny Zuko. Sandy, Danny's love interest, is played by Angela Zimmerman. The memorable Betty Rizzo is played by Jessica Dunphy. 
service contracts • From page 1 
Kelly with most of the office positions including some that Manpower may have had pre-viously." Last fiscal year Marshall paid Manpower $528,534.93, while Kelly was paid $260,991, according to a mem-orandum from Herb Karlet, 
Student art project 
• From page 1 
and then we gradually move into more contemporary meth-ods, like we do woodworking, welding," he said. Cox said site-specific sculp-ture was more "avant garde." The project is also unique because it is the only one the students work together on. Cox said this develops collabo-ration and communication skills. "It's supposed to be fun," he said. "I expect a really good, sincere effort, but I also expect them to have fun with it." 
Her boyfriend, Kenickie is played by Michael Murdock. "Huntington: The Jewel of West Virginia" and "Grease" are performed at the Ritter Park Amphitheater throughout the month of July. "Grease" is performed on Thursdays and Fridays, while "Huntington: The Jewel of West Virginia" is performed on Saturdays and Sundays. "You can bring a picnic," Shaver said. "You can come in your shorts and t-shirt. We have concessions. It's very com-fortable. Even if it's a really hot day between 6:30,and 7 the sun goes behind those tall trees and its always nice there in the evenings." Seating for the events are festival. Gates open at 6:30 p.m. Pre-show entertainment begins at 7. The children's pre-show begins at 7:30. 
senior vice president for finance. The new contracts resulted in employees of Manpower and Kelly leaving Marshall. "In terms of employees, who might have been currently working for Manpower, and the position became a Kelly position, they probably had several choices," Shondel said. "In some cases, I think the departments were actually going to try to put the people on as temporary help through human resources. 
The students had a specific form in mind. "The original idea was to make a maze," Kara Dudley, senior, said. The plan changed as the students worked. "It's more of an area of med-itation, trying to draw people inside of it," Hayes said. The plan worked, at least for a few students. As Cox and his class discussed the project before dismantling it, a stu-dent walked by and 
The sculpture consisted of three sections with three walls, positioned in descending size order. In the largest structure, there was a small pool with goldfish swimming in it. 
• photo courtesy of the Huntington Outdoor Theatre 
Clint McElroy and Angela Zimmerman star as Danny Zuko and Sandy Dumbrowski in Grease. 
Tickets are available at the Huntington Civic Arena box office or at the Amphitheater gate. Adult tickets are $10. Seniors and children five-12 are $8. Groups of 20 tickets are more when purchased together are $8 each. Tickets for chil-dren under five are free. 
"The individuals could have also gone back to Manpower and said 'Well my position is going to be provided by Kelly Services, but I prefer to stay with Manpower, so do you have anything else for me to do?' or they could have gone over to Kelly and said 'I would like to continue work-ing with Marshall, could you put me on through Kelly Services?' " Shondel said. "Those are the three option,; that were probably what most people had." 
announced that he and his friends had seen the sculpture the night before and walked through it. He said they "understood" it as a shrine to the god "Herman." While that interpretation was not what the students were going for, they seemed to appreciate the attention. The class is not exclusively for art majors and Cox said art majors in the class come from a variety of disciplines. 
photo by Evan Bevins 
"We were considering the architecture, the landscaping in our design and we wanted to use architectural form," Laura Hayes, graduate student, said. Students used 29 walls of sticks and other natural materials to construct their "site-specific" sculpture. 
Marshall's Best Pizza Value 
525 20th St. 
Monday-Thursday 4pm-1am Friday-Saturday 11am-2am Sunday noon-1 am 
• 
Large t topping pizza FREE delivery to campus area 697-3300 
Ask for this incredible deal Offer expires SEPTEMBER 30, 2000 
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I I IDIODS '' I think you're always disap-pointed when you find out you don't have as money as you Commentary • Letters • Editorials thoght you did." - President Dan Angel 4 Thursday, July 13, 2000 
OUR views Hayes leaves us 1m1e choice 
On today's front page, there was a 
story about the new Community and 
Technical College provost, Dr. Vicki Riley, 
as well as the departing interim provost, 
Dr. Robert Hayes. 
Originally, there were supposed to be 
two stories - one about Riley and one 
about Hayes. Certainly, an important 
new campus official, Riley warranted a 
story. But we felt Hayes also deserved 
some special recognition. After all, he 
has been at Marshall for 30 years, serv-
ing in all manner of positions, including 
president. . 
"He's probably worn more Marshall 
hats than anyone in history and possibly 
had more impact than any one individ-
ual," said Dr. Ralph Turner, professor or 
of journalism and author of "Marshall 
Memories." ~ 
But during an interview, Hayes 
stopped our interviewer for a moment 
and asked if we were doing a feature on 
him. Upon discovering of that intent, 
Hayes said he would be happy to help the 
reporter with any questiions, but he did 
not want a feature done on him. He want-
ed the focus on Riley. 
"I've had my day in the sun," he said. "This is Vicki's time." ' 
Despite Hayes's admirable modesty, we 
thought we would share a bit of his histo-
ry here at Marshall. 
Hayes was designated the interim 
president of the university after the res-
ignation of Dr. John G. Barker and even-
tually became the permanent president. 
A native of Clarksburg, Hayes was the 
first West Virginia-born president since 
Lawrence J. Corbly in 1915, according to "An Institution Comes of Age," a history 
of Marshall from 1837 to 1980. 
During Hayes's tenure Corbly Hall, 
Harris Hall and the Cam Henderson 
Center were built. He called the School of 
Medicine one of his "greatest success sto-
ries," noting in the interview that it pro-
duces 48 doctors a year. 
Hayes left the presidency in 1983 and 
served the university in different capaci-
ties until his retirement in 1990. Then-
President J. Wade Gilley asked him to 
return to Marshall as the dean of the 
College of Business, helping to gain 
accredidation for the school. Since 1999, 
Hayes has served as the interim provost 
of the Community and Technical College. 
Obviously, we just scraped the surface 
of Hayes's contribution to our school. 
Even in small acts, such as humbly 
declining being the subject of a feature, 
Dr. Hayes is an exemplary leader. 
We may never convince him to let us do 
that feature, but at least we can say 
"Thank you." 
Budget cuts hit Marco where he lives 
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Toothache interferes 
with Fourth of July 
~~L 
!>J}0/1.\' ediror 
What a week I have had! Allow me to put a comic, somewhat sarcastic, overlook as to what my Fourth of July week was like. First, it was the Fourth of July-one of those holidays where there isn't the interfer-ence of presents and the com-mercial hogwash that comes with most holidays like Christm~s. It was just family, barbecue and fireworks. Or so "' it used to be. It is also the one holiday of the year that allows me to begin the countdown to my birthday, which, by the way, is July 31. There was some exception to my celebration of our nation's birthday this year. Monday morning, I awoke to one of the worst toothaches I have ever had. I spent most of the day rolled up into a ball in pain. I went to work at my other job at 10 a.m. By 2 p.m., I was asking to go home early so I could go to bed and whallow in pain. Every two or three hours I was looking in the medicine cabinet for Tylenol or other over-the-counter remedy to stop the pain. Tuesday, it got worse. I woke up from my three-hour sleep, only to roll back up into a ball and call my grandpar-ents for help. Not that they could do anything, but any-thing had to be better than taking two Tylenol every two hours and having it wear off in 20 minutes. My grandmother called my dentist at home to see if he could possibly see me for an emergency visit. It was a holi-day, so he did what he could and called me in a prescription for a painkiller that knocked me out in 2.5 seconds. 
However, the gods didn't shine on me too much because I had to work that day and couldn't call in sick. It wasn't more than two hours into work until the pain was too much for me to han-dle. So I went home at 2 p.m. again, took some pain pills and went to bed awaiting the grueling dental appointment the next day. I couldn't make myself get out of bed long enough to watch the fireworks on TV, let alone watch them down-town at the Riverfront Park. The medicine was too strong and I probably wouldn't have had any clue as to where I was or what those big bright things were flashing in the sky. Wednesday, I woke up at 4:30 a.m. made my absence call to work (voice mail is great). I e-mailed The Parthenon editors to let them know where I was going to be, and took a shower. I had to call in so early because my appointment was at 8 a.m. in New Haven, an hour and half drive from Huntington. My dentist looked at my tooth and gave me the won-derful news that I needed a root canal. He referred me to a dentist who could do one for the bar-gain rate of $450. Then, I would have to return to him within 30 days of having the root canal to get the tooth capped. He also gave me a prescrip-tion for yet, another type of pain pills. So I went home, took my pain pills and went back to bed. Thursday, I went to have the wonderful surgery that I had heard horrific things about all week, to come to the conclusion that there are worst things in life than hav-ing a root canal. It took about 45 minutes to finish. I actually felt almost no pain. I then went back home and went to bed with more pain pills. I have always hated to go to 
the dentist. I would rather have had 10 blood tests in one day, than sit in a dentist chair for 20 min-utes. I sat there and thought to myself this week, "This is God's way of punishing me for missing confession last week and not going to mass on Sunday." I came to a conclusion about myself this past week. An epiphany if you will. Not only, did I promise that I would be a good Catholic from here on out, but I decid-ed that if I was going to have to shell out $435 every time I got a tooth ache, I had better go to bankruptcy court with at least three bottles of pain pills. What made it worse was that it happened on my favorite holiday. I could miss Christmas or Thanksgiving. But please, no more of these medical inter-ruptions on the Fourth of July. It is the one holiday that isn't overcome by commercial-ism or grubby shoppers trying to get the one last doll that can feed herself or the inter-active dog that is like a real dog you don't have to clean up after. It is a true American holi-day that stands for what this country is about-fun, food, family and fireworks. Also, some advice for those who may someday have a medical emergency on a holi-day. Save it for a time when there isn't a lengthy holiday weekend, where every dentist, doctor or surgeon feels the need to play quick round of 18 holes because it is a holiday. Hopefully, my birthday won't be an encore presenta-tion. Illnesses seem worse when you already have the day off. It kind of takes the purpose of calling in sick when you have a reason to. 
Michael Adams is the sports editor for the Parthenon. His tooth is feeling better and com-ments can be directed to adams1977@hotmail.com 
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Editor experiences 
the turmoil within 
-ll'ire ediror 
HIS VIEW 
I think I might have lost a few friends in the war. What's that you say? You were in a war? At your age? I know it sounds a bit weird, but let me go on and explain myself anyway. I promise it will be fun. The war I'm speaking of is the transition into adulthood that I am currently experienc-ing. I presume I am not alone. There are two sides to this battle: Crazy Slacker James who is a nice guy but doesn't get much accomplished and Mature James who wants, to be a good student. Now that's a battle that deserves a good old cry of frustration. There are a few elements that are helping the mature sid,e in the fight. Let's discuss those. The first is the previously mentioned desire to be a good student. For some reason, I've never been able to be a good student I've always wanted to be one. I've tried, but a gear must be loose or something. No, I'm not saying that I have a learning defi-ciency. I'm talking about straightening priorities or schedules. That's what that loose gear is. Working for the student newspaper has helped me along in the realization of my dreams. That is probably one of the generals in the army on the Mature James side: realization of dreams. To keep things even, I'm going to have to throw a bone or two to the other side. Crazy James isn't really that bad of a guy, and I'm almost sure that everybody likes him. He's funny, interesting and for some reason likes to draw cartoons. He works for The Parthenon too. I guess both versions have similar interests. Perhaps the main difference between the two is that one would like to get some decent sleep and the other one would prefer only two to four hours a night. See if you can decide which one is which. But what I really think, now that I've consid-ered it, is that there really should be no conflict, because the most likeable and useful version would be a split between the crazy and industri-ous side. So really, the armies should join forces. My girlfriend has helped me a lot in under-standing that being me, no matter what that is, is the best thing I can be. She's good at making me feel good about myself, so you'll have to blame her ifit seems like I'm happy all the time. I apologize if all of this sounds confusing or strange. No, scratch that. It's supposed to be a little confusing. Anyway, to wrap things up, I'm going to go now. I've got some work to do and I've got some avoidance of work to do. 
James Harris is wire editor and cartoonist for Parthenon. Both versions of James can be contacted at pogotempest@hotmail.com. 
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Hill to become assistant 
Former Marshall University soccer player Cory Hill was 
named as an assistant coach for the Thundering Herd's 
men's team. Hill graduated in 1998 and took over the Head 
Coaching job at Huntington High School in 1999. 
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Pennington signs with Jets New NCAA policy could 
hurt MAC by EVAN BEVINS editor Chad Pennington will offi-cially continue to wear green and white. ' ESPN.com football analyst John Clayton reported that the former Thundering Herd standout agreed to terms with the New York Jets Wednesday and will sign a contract today, the first day of the team's training camp. Pennington's contract is for five years and $6.3585 million. According to Clayton's ESPN.com article, that num-ber "could escalate to $23 mil-lion depending on-his playing time and success during the next five years." 
resident and former Marshall student, said Pennington's family must be proud. "It's wonderful, he said. One bonus in the contract is a$1.969 million reward "if he plays 35 percent of the offen-sive downs during any of his first three seasons," Clayton's article said. Pennington is expected to be the number three quarterback going into training camp, behind Vinny Testaverde and Ray Lucas. York said Pennington might not stay at the bottom of the depth chart. "Maybe sotnething will hap-pen to their first-string quar-terback and they'll move him up," he said. 
file photo 
"Congratulations," Chappy Dawson, senior, said Wednesday night. "It's not every day that somebody from Marshall gets signed to a pro team." James. York, a Huntington 
Pennington was the 18th pliwer taken in the first round of the 2000 NFL Draft. He was one ·of four first round selec-tions by the Jets. Of the quar-tet, Pennington was the last to sign. 
ESPN.com reported Wednesday that Chad Pennington agreed to terms with the New York Jets. He is expected to sign the contract today in time for the opening of the team's training camp. Pennington led the Thundering Herd to a 13-0 record and a top ten ranking in 1999. 
Williams signs with Seahawks; Beckett, Chapman unsigned 
Herd Roundup 
by MICHAEL ADAMS 
Sports Editor 
When four former Thundering Herd players were drafted in April, the contract signing period began. Negotiations can be tough for agents and players when deal-ing with the front offices of the National · Football League teams .. 
Many Herd fans were sur-
prised when the Seattle Seahawks drafted the 5'11" wide receiver. On June 22, Williams signed a dsal with the Seattle Seah~ks. In a telephone interview, Seahawks public relations offi-cer Sandy Gregory confirmed that Williams has signed a contract with the Seahawks. However, Gregory said she couldn't release the terms of Williams deal. The Seahawks begin their training camp July 23 at East 
Washington University in Cheney, Wash. Reports on the Seahawks' Web-site (www.sea-hawks.com) said Williams is 
WILLIAMS showing strong promise and could challenge for the position of kickoff returner. Williams will not be wearing his Marshall number 83, but will wear number 15. Former Marshall University 
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running back Doug Chapman and free safety Rogers Beckett have not signed with their teams. Chapman, who was drafted by the Minnesota Vikings in the third round of the 2000 Draft, has attended several Vikings mm1-camps. The Vikings don't begin training camp until July 23 at Minnesota State University in Manakota, Minn. The San Diego Chargers wouldn't say how close they were to signing Beckett. The Chargers also have longer to 
sign Beckett before training camp begins. The Chargers begin camp July 23 at the campus of the University of California-San Diego in La Jolla, Calif. Former Marshall line-backer John Grace's NFL career was put on hold after being cut by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Grace then took his talents to the Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian Football League. The Alouettes cut Grace from the team on July 10. 
file photo 
Doug Chapman was drafted in the third round of the 2000 NFL Draft by the Minnesota Vikings. If he signs with the team, he will another Marshall alumnus, Randy Moss. 
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by SHAWN SEAGROVES online editor 
The Mid-American Confer-ence could lose up to seven of its football teams if a new NCAA regulation on atten-dance goes as planned. A recently proposed regula-tion would require all Division I-A football members to meet average attendance require-ments of 17,000 per game over four years. Paul Vecchio, assistant ath-letic director of communica-tions for the \]niversity at Buffalo, said one reason for the proposal could be the increase in revenue for larger schools. 
"If less schools were involved in 'I-A, then there's more money in less schools. Those bigger schools would get more money. The rich want to con-fo'!'tie to get richer," Vecchio said. According to the NCAA's attl)ndance figures for the last four years, seven of the current 13 football teams in the MAC do not meet this requirement. The proposal would mandate all schools that fall short of this requirement to drop down to Division I-AA. Lance West, Marshall's ath-letic director, said some schools will have to decide if they really want to expend the effort and money necessary to stay at the division I-A level. "The biggest emphasis behind the legislation is every-body's trying to enhance their programs. The focus of this legislation is going out to sell tickets," West said. West said that for some schools raising attendance will require a large marketing push. "If you don't market your program, it's hard to blame people when they don't show," West said. "We [Marshall] ask a lot of our community. Without their help and sup-port we wouldn't be in the place we are today. The new seats address this." Buffalo, Miami (of Ohio), Bowling Green, Northern Illinois, Kent, Eastern Michigan and Akron do not currently meet the minimum attendance requirement. Marshall and Toledo were the only teams in the conference that averaged more than 20,000 fans per game the last four years. West said he was not sure what would happen if the MAC lost six to eight teams. He said if the MAC did decide to change it's football affilia-tion in some way, Marshall would either have to be invited to join another conference or become an independent in foot-ball. "The Division I-A landscape, the past six or seven years, has changed drastically," he said, "and the next six or seven years it will change drastically again." However, Vecchio is not as confident. "I think a major reason we [Buffalo] are in this conference is to play I-A football," He said. "You start to take that away and you start to weaken the conference as a whole, as well as the draw of being in the con-ference." The Thundering Herd have averaged over 26,000 fans the last four years, while Buffalo's average attendance was 16,839 in it's first year of I-A football. 
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Plays in review 
Performances of Grease and Huntington: The Jewel of West Virginia premiere this weekend at Huntington's Ritter Park Ampitheater. Staff writer Charlene Cornell reviews both. 
Next Week in Life! 
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Flag corps members of Spirit of Atlanta strut their stuff during Drums competition Tuesday night. 
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Photo by Tern Blair 
Members of Spirit of Atlanta perform during the 22nd Annual Drums Across the Tri-State compe-tition Tuesday night at the Marshall University Stadium. 
by TERRI L. BLAIR 
photo editor For the second night in a row, thunder could be heard in Huntington. However, Tuesday night the thunder came from the 22nd Annual Drums Across The Tri-State competition instead of Mother Nature. Seven drum and bugle corps participated in the competi-tion sanctioned and judged by Drum Corps International and sponsored by Pied Piper. The Pied Piper has brought the show to the Tri-State for 22 consecutive years, according to the official program. Members in the corps range from 14 to 22 years of age. The corps come from as far as Tampa, Fla., and as close as Toledo, Ohio. Eric Ackers and Steve Petrucci, members of Marshall's Marching Thunder, performed in the competition. Ackers performed with the Bluecoats from Canton, Ohio, and Petrucci performed with Southwind, from Lexington, Ky. Huntington Mayor Jean Dean proclaimed Tuesday, July 11, 2000, as "Drums Across the 
Tri-State Day." Baruch Whitehead, director of Marshall's Marching Thunder, said "It is always a very good show, particularly for music enthusiasts." Whitehead also said that students get "experience that makes them very marketable" when looking for a job in a field related to in some way to band directing because school sys-tems like to hire people who have drum corps experience. He said the atmosphere at the competition was "truly amazing." You could hear a pin drop during the perfor-mances," he said. Whitehead concluded by say-ing that the performances "send chills up your spine." Jeff Bickar, pre-engineering major and band member, was particularly impressed with the Cadets from Bergenfield, N.J. "They did this neat trum-pet-on-trumpet thing where -one, guy fingered the other man's [trumpet] valves, it was the coolest thing I've ever seen," he said. Bickar said that although this year's show was good, "it wasn't as good [as previous years'] because there weren't as many people there" and 
because some of his favorite bands from past years did not perform. "It was still a good show for those who were there," he said. Prior to the show, Bickar predicted a win by the Cadets. At the end of the evening he was proven right as the seven-time DCI World Champions, won the competition by amassing a score of 84.5 out of 100 possible points. The runners up were: Glassmen from Toledo, Ohio with 79.2 points. The remaining scores were: Carolina Crown from Ft. Mill, S.C., 74.8; Bluecoats, 71.85 points; Southwind 69.5 points; Spirit of Atlanta from Atlanta, Ga. 63.65 points; and Tampa Bay Thunder, 49.8 points. From Huntington, most of Tuesday's competing corps will travel to Winston-Salem, N.C. on July 13, 2000, for their next competition. Tuesday's performance was roughly the mid-way point in the summer tour schedule. It concludes with the 2000 DCI Summer Music Games World Championships at the University of Maryland, College Park, Md, Aug. 7-12. DO YOU LIKE 'SCARY MOVIE' ?? 
CHARI.EM: 
COfN:1J. staff writer 
"Scary Movie" is delightful to see, but hilarious to watch. I hate horror movies. I cringe when I hear bones break or see blood splatter. I regret the nights I spent to scared to sleep after watching "Candyman." I was delighted to see a parody of these films lI thought I could finally catch a few winks). After seeing the previews, I could not wait until that beloved Friday. I was far from disappointed. I laughed, I cried and I screamed throughout the film. Like most movies, I knew the plot before I attended the film. Similar to most horror films, one is introduced to a group of characters that is not essential and thus easy to murder. Then a killer systematically mur-ders the group off one by one without the group figuring out who he is or why he bothers. This parody pokes fun at this universal plot. Movies like "I know what you did last Summer," "Scream" and "The Matrix" finallv have the ,paro-
Some Do 
dy they deserve. A self-proclaimed hater of horror movies, I was elated to see anything that made fun of Drew Barrymore's blood bath role in "Scream." I howled as Carmen Electra brought Drew Decker to life. Decker must choose which path to take. She chooses death over life. It is essential that the char-acters never know where exactly the murder is or they might escape and worse off--live. I rolled when Cindy, played by Anna Faris, told the killer where he is located in her house. "You're behind the couch," Faris said. Buffy Gilmore is played by Shannon Elizabeth. Her explanation of how a proper victim acts tops off the movie. After the killer murders her, she refuses to die. She said, "What now, I am supposed to die?" The acting in "Scary Movie" mirrors the acting in most hor-ror movies-- forgettable. This is essential to the parody. The Wayans brothers can not prop-erly make fun of a scary movie without the forgettable acting element. The horrible acting list goes on and on in such movies as in "Scream" and "I Know What You Did Last Sum~r." I toler-
ated Neve Campbell in "Scream," but found Jennifer Love Hewitt's acting in "I Know What You Did Last Summer" unbearable. Fortunately, I had the fore-sight not to watch their sequels. In every scary movie, and this one is no different, a twist comes at the end. One just never knows who that pesky killer really is. 
Photo counesy of www.1mdb.com 
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EVAN BEVINS editor 
The first scene of "Scary Movie" is absolutely hilarious. It sends up the famous opening of "Scream," in which Drew Barrymore is stalked and stabbed by a masked killer. I was laughing my head off, expecting the movie to only get funnier. Boy, was I wrong. I love parody movies such as "Hot Shots" and "Robin Hood: Men in Tights" and I hoped "Scary Movie" would fill the parody gap that seems to have developed in recent years. It did seem a little strange to parody "Scream." After all, "Scream" is a brilliant satire itself. It did a fine job of parodying the horror genre and even itself in "Scream 2." The. side effect was that "Scream" opened the door for a host of not-so-great horror flicks, many of which are skewered in "Scary Movie." Still, the pre-views for "Scary Movie" looked great, so I thought I 
Some Don't 
would give it a shot. For years, I have had a ten-dency to rant about "There's Something About Mary," about the ridiculous obscenity the film tried to pass off as humor and the infamous hair gel scene that so many people seem to have enjoyed. "Scary Movie" makes "Mary" look like a nice family film. While this Wayans brothers parody did have several hilari-ous scenes, they were all over-shadowed by some of the most offensive material I have ever seen on film. In fact, I have been less offended by some of the things written in the bath-room stalls here on campus. Don't get me wrong; I have been known to laugh at the occasional dirty joke. But I laugh at the humor of the situ-ation, not simply the fact that I'm seeing or hearing some-thing mommy wouldn't approve of: When I saw "Scary Movie," people howled and applauded actually applauded! - at scenes that I cannot in good taste describe in writing, or in words for that matter. Why is it so funny to make immature sex jokes or, as this movie did, show ridiculously disgusting jokes involving sex-ual at:ts? The "Hot Shots" 
movies have sex scenes. While hardly suitable for younger viewers, they send up the movies that inspired the scenes rather than just showing sex and genitals for the sake of, well, seeing sex and genitals. If I want to see things like that (and I don't), I'll rent some porn. What I want out of a parody is something hilari-ous and off-the-wall, like the "StarWars"-inspired lightsaber duel between Lloyd Bridges and Saddam Hussein in "Hot Shots Part Deux." Movies like this are not sources of great, intellectual humor, but that scene was a whole lot funnier than a cross-dressing gym teacher named "Miss Mann" who has a ten-dency to let "her" real gender show, if you get my drift. Parodies are supposed to be funny. They should point out the funnier aspects of pop cul-ture that we all notice, but willingly overlook. Sex is still taboo in certain ways, although that is changing (and not necessarily for the better). Breaking that taboo occasion-ally yields humor, but repeat-edly hitting an audience over the head with innane sex jokes isn't creative. It's junior high. And it's better left for the bath.room walls. 
